ABSTRACT

The information available on internet is in unsystematic manner. With the help of available browsers, user can get their data but that too are not relevant. To get relevant results, users’ interest should be considered. But no available browser is considering users’ interest in browsing the internet. There are some indicators that are used to indicate the users’ browsing behaviour over the internet. These indicators are called as implicit indicators and explicit indicators. In this paper, a tool is proposed that will store the users’ browsing behaviour indicators. These indicators may be used in future to analyze the web page visited by user.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development in technology in past years, use of internet is widely increased. It is becoming the fastest and best medium to access the information. The size of information is also increasing tremendously. But due to its large size, it is available in disorganized manner. User uses the search engines like Google, Mozilla etc to search their data over internet but the results available are not accurate according to users’ desire. General working of a normal search engine is shown below in figure 1:

The architecture of general search engine constitutes of many parts as follows:

a. Search Engine

It acts as an interface between user and the repository where pages are stored. It will provide user an interface like Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Google Chrome etc where user can submit their query and get the results. In general search engine get data from ranker.

b. Crawler

It is a program which is responsible for downloading data from World Wide Web. It gets the URL from URL Queue and downloads the pages accordingly. The downloaded pages are stored in the repository. Many design issues are related with this module [20].
c. Ranker

By using some ranking algorithm, it will rank the pages provided by indexer. There are many ranking algorithms like Page Rank, HITS, Link based and many more[21][22][23].

d. Indexer

It will get the pages from repository and index them. Indexing can be done using various techniques [24][25].

Although multiple user fires same query but their preferences are different from each other. For example if a search engine shows 10 web pages in response to user’s query so it may be the case that some likes third and fourth while others first and second pages. To get relevant results both in the sense of query and users’ interest, search engines has to modify their searching pattern by including users’ interest. To get users’ interest, their interaction with web pages should be recorded. Whenever user visits web page they perform some operations like clicking, scrolling, printing, saving, selecting etc. these operations are referred as users’ behavior pattern. By using these patterns and user information, page can be evaluated and hence can be placed at more prefer location.

So, the area where improvement is required is getting users’ browsing behavior pattern. None of the available browser is considering users’ interest in searching their information. They simply get the query from user and show the results from its database. They may be asking explicitly to rate the page for their future recommendation. But in such a busy life many of the times users’ doesn’t rate the page and just skip that part. So some other methods should be developed that measures users’ interest and use it for future recommendation in displaying the result. The implicit and explicit indicators [1] are used to describe users’ browsing behaviour.

Explicit indicators are those indicators in which there is direct involvement of user in deciding his interest like by rating a particular page. Many researchers consider explicit indicator alone as criteria for deciding users’ interest. But researchers found that explicit indicators always not telling the right information about that particular page. It may be the case that due to lack of time or just
for fun user may not rate the page in a right manner. So, alone explicit indicators should not be the
criteria. Implicit indicators should be involved. These are those indicators in which there is no
direct involvement of user but in background his or her behaviour can be used for indicating his or
her interest on web page. Much work has been done on this but none of them include all implicit
indicators. In this proposed work, almost all are implicit indicators are trying to store. Here, a
browser is proposed that will help in storing the users’ browsing behaviour. A database is
maintained at backend for storing these behaviour indicators.

2. RELATED WORK

Many researchers have done research on implicit and explicit indicators [1].

found that the explicit rating given by user was not accurate all the time. It was different from the
normal patterns of users’ browsing behaviour. User may feel difficulty in rating the page on the
available criteria.

Palme 1997 [5] concluded that there may be case that the user who is evaluating the web page by
rating is biased to do so. So, it will affect the actual result.

Malone et al. (1997) [6] used implicit indicators instead of explicit for analyzing users’ browsing
behaviour. The main concern is the reduction in cost for examining and evaluating the behaviour
by using implicit indicators.

GroupLens developed by Resnick et al. 1994 [7] showed that the implicit indicator time spent on
reading is nearly as accurate as explicit indicator numerical ratings. They also suggested further
actions, such as printing, saving, forwarding, replying to, and posting a follow up message to an
article, as sources for implicit ratings.

Stevens et al., 1992 [8] developed a system called InfoScope. It was used for automatic profile
learning. InfoScope used three sources of implicit evidence about the user’s interest in each
message: whether the message was read or ignored, whether it was saved or deleted, and whether
or not a follow up message was posted.

Powerize Server™ (Jinmook et al., 2001, Oard et al., 1998) [9] is Windows NT Web server-based
text retrieval and filtering system. It was then modified to measure some implicit and explicit
behaviour. It measures the reading time and printing behavior for each web page. It also considers
explicit rating given by each user for each web page.

W.Y. Arms [10] suggests constructing user profile by analyzing user history by using user
behavior forest in digital library environment: User behavior history has been employed to
discover user’s preferences and interests for personalized systems. Mostly a framework for
extracting user interested items by analyzing user behavior history in digital library environment.
Digital libraries (DL for short) have become indispensable tools for today’s knowledge
professional. User profile, also called user model, is the essential component of a personalization
system to enable the adaptation effect

Granka et al[13] measured eye-tracking to determine how the displayed web pages are actually
viewed. Their experimental environment was restricted to a search results.

Goecks and Shavlik [14] proposed an approach for an intelligent web browser that is able to learn
a user’s interest without the need for explicitly rating pages. They measured mouse movement and
scrolling activity in addition to user browsing activity (e.g., navigation history).
In other research done by Xiaomin [15] obtained the following conclusions:

• The user's browsing behavior can be classified into three categories, namely physical behavior (eye rotation, heart rate changes etc.), significant behavior (save the page, print page and other acts) and indirect behaviors (browsing time, mouse keyboard operation etc.).

• Indirect behaviors are the main source to estimate user interest rate. Significant behaviors act in the event that the user is high degree of interest in the corresponding page, but fewer significantly behaviors happens, a large number of pages have no corresponding significant acts, as a result the significant behaviors only play a supporting role in the estimation of user interest.

• With the analysis of user's indirect behaviors, the smallest combination of browsing behaviors draws as follows: save a page, print a page, store a page in the Bookmark, the number of times to visit the same page, dwell time on a page.

User behaviors can be divided into the following categories [16]:

1) Marking behavior: saving, printing, etc.
2) Operating behavior: copying, scrolling, clicking, etc.
3) Repetitive behavior: reading the same document repeatedly.

Many studies have found that the precision of user interests extracting without considering user behaviors is inaccurate. [17] Proposed that user behaviors including residence time, visiting frequency, saving, editing could reveal user interests. [18] presented that average reading speed play a key role in determining the grade of user interests. [19] Found that marking tags could reflect user interests.

3. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

From the above literature review it has been observed that existing systems has following drawbacks:

• By considering only explicit rating is alter the normal behaviour of user. They may be biased or not interested in rating the web page
• By analyzing users’ behaviour from users’ profile is not giving accurate results.
• By considering time spent on page as users’ interest will not always be true. It will not always true that long time spend on page means his high interest on that page.
• Only few indicators are considering for indicating users’ behaviour.

4. PROPOSED WORK

When user wants to search their information on the net, he enters the keyword in search area and gets the result in the form of urls. He will get all the urls that contains even a single word from users’ search query. It will display the results on the basis of keyword matching. The existing browsers do not consider users’ interest while displaying result. In this proposed work, a tool is generated that will capture users’ actions on the net. The actions are categorized into implicit and explicit indicators. These indicators may be helpful in future in considering users’ interest in particular web page.
In this work, a tracking tool is developed which is called as Web Browser. This Proposed Web Browser will monitor users’ actions on particular web page for that particular search session. To implement browser, integrated development environment is required. JxBrowser is a Java library that allows web browser properties into Java SWING/AWT. It is highly helpful in creating user interface friendlier.

4.1 Web Browser Interface

The GUI of proposed Web Browser is simple. It has limited features that are required for tracking users’ actions. Its interface is as similar to existing browser and also it will open the page as similar to any browser by typing any URL in address bar and click on go button. It is different from the existing ones when the page is closed by clicking on close button. It will ask to rate the page before closing by prompting a window. It also stores the mouse and keyboard activities in database. It will store in the database and will be used for further analysis. Figure 2 show the GUI of proposed web browser.

![Fig. 2.Web Browser Interface.](image)

4.2 User Actions on Web Page

Many actions are done by user while browsing a web page. These actions are called as implicit indicators. In this paper all possible actions are trying to capture and stored in database. Following are the actions which are used by user and are shown in browser window in Figure 3:

1. Mouse Click:- count the number of clicks done by mouse on a particular page
2. Hyperlink Click:- note down whether hyperlinks are clicked on a particular web page
3. Time spent:- how much time user spend on a particular web page
4. Print:- note down whether user take the print of that particular web page
5. Save:- note down whether user save that particular web page
6. URL:- note down the URL entered by corresponding user for analyzing
7. Date of visit
8. Scroll Bar activities:- count the number of times scroll move up & down
9. Number of key up and down:- count the number of keys up n down
10. Number of scrollbar clicks:- count scroll movement
11. Back:- number of times back button click
All these details then store in MS-Access database. For data collection, this proposed browser is installed on multiple computer systems. Then different users will use this browser and their actions will be collected automatically. To store all above stated activities MS-Access is used as database. All the indicators are column headings and id numbers corresponding to each URL are row headings. Given below in figure 4 is snapshot of database file in MS-Access.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The goal of this paper is to gather user browsing behaviour actions. For this a tool in the form of web browser is proposed that will do this job. It will store all the user action which he/she is doing while browsing a web page. In MS-Access this information is stored and may be used for further analysis.

The data captured by this proposed tool may be used to get more relevant results for the user on his submitted query. By observing the behavior with the help of this proposed tool will contribute analyzing the user behavior on web. By analyzing it can be possible to predict its interest on particular web page and will use in future for showing its interest pages only Another benefit can be obtained from this stored information is to analyze whether is there an association between explicit ratings of user satisfaction and implicit measures of user interest. Which implicit indicators are strongly associated with user interest can also be calculated.
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